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Fluff (Avoid) 
Editing 

 

Fluff = also called fillers, are unnecessary words or sentences. 

 

     

Bad Examples: 
  And that is my report. I hoped you liked it! 

  That was the best story ever. I really liked it. Everyone should read it. 

  The End. 
 

Remember, fluff is like cotton candy: it looks big, but there isn’t much inside.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite these fluffy sentences using concise, essential words.  

1.  wow, the modern pogo stick was like the best Invention of all time in 1920 in germany 

      ___________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  max polig and ernst gottschall call there amazingly fun device a “spring end hopping stick” 

      ___________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  fantasticaly an early version was a stick with springs, posing unbelievable Risk to the users chin 

      ____________________________________________________________________ 

4.  incredibly pogo inovations lead to such designs as Vurtego Flybar and BowGo 

      ____________________________________________________________________ 

5.  i likes to Pogo at home and it’s popularity has fluctuated over the many, many years 

      ____________________________________________________________________ 

6.  pogo was very, very Popular in the 1970’s due to extraordinarily, good Advertisings 

      ____________________________________________________________________ 

7.  it gain Public Approval from shows, marriages on pogos, and realy big Jumping Contests!!! 

      _____________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  the currently world pogo record is 20 hours and 13 minutes I know I couldn’t break that record 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Tip: Students use fluff when they run out of things to say. Avoid fluff! Instead use  

synonyms or think of new ideas by asking who? what? why? when? how? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  today, Extreme Pogo, or Xpogo, had transforms pogo into a action sport – that’s crazy! 

      __________________________________________________________________ 

10.  Xpogo sticks has up to a 10-foot bounce with Global Sales growing; I sooo want one 

      __________________________________________________________________ 

 11.   listen to this: similiar to Xpogo are jumping stilts, pogo-like stilts for every leg  

      __________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

  

 

 Pogo stick 
 

Extreme pogo stick 
No-handed back flips 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Fluff (Avoid) 
Editing 

 

Fluff = also called fillers, are unnecessary words or sentences. 

 

     

Bad Examples: 
  And that is my report. I hoped you liked it! 

  That was the best story ever. I really liked it. Everyone should read it. 

  The End. 
 

Remember, fluff is like cotton candy: it looks big, but there isn’t much inside.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite these fluffy sentences using concise, essential words.  

1.  wow, the modern pogo stick was like the best Invention of all time in 1920 in germany 

      The modern pogo stick was invented in 1920 in Germany. 

2.  max polig and ernst gottschall call there amazingly fun device a “spring end hopping stick” 

      Max Polig and Ernst Gottschall called their device a “spring end hopping stick”. 

3.  fantasticaly an early version was a stick with springs, posing unbelievable Risk to the users chin 

         An early version was a stick with springs, posing risk to the user’s chin. 

4.  incredibly pogo inovations lead to such designs as Vurtego Flybar and BowGo 

      Pogo innovations led to such designs as Vurtego, Flybar, and BowGo. 

5.  i likes to Pogo at home and it’s popularity has fluctuated over the many, many years 

                    Its popularity has fluctuated over the years. 

6.  pogo was very, very Popular in the 1970’s due to extraordinarily, good Advertisings 

      Pogo was popular in the 1970’s due to good advertising. 

7.  it gain Public Approval from shows, marriages on pogos, and realy big Jumping Contests!!!         

It gained public approval from shows, pogo marriages, and big jumping contests. 

8.  the currently world pogo record is 20 hours and 13 minutes I know I couldn’t break that record  

The current world pogo record is 20 hours and 13 minutes. 

 
Tip: Students use fluff when they run out of things to say. Avoid fluff! Instead use  

synonyms or think of new ideas by asking who? what? why? when? how? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  today, Extreme Pogo, or Xpogo, had transforms pogo into a action sport – that’s crazy! 

     Today, Extreme Pogo, or Xpogo, has transformed pogo into an action sport. 

10.  Xpogo sticks has up to a 10-foot bounce with Global Sales growing; I sooo want one 

    Xpogo sticks have up to a 10-foot bounce with global sales growing. 

11.  listen to this: similiar to Xpogo are jumping stilts, pogo-like stilts for every leg  

  Similar to Xpogo are jumping stilts, pogo-like stilts for each leg.  
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 Pogo stick 
 

Extreme pogo stick 
No-handed back flips 


